The spatial distribution of hydrogen ions at topside ionosphere in local daytime
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ABSTRACT

Using DEMETER and DMSP satellite data, the spatial distribution of hydrogen ion (H⁺) in local daytime has been compared and analyzed. At 840 km of DMSP height, the seasonal variations of H⁺ density is basically symmetric, with similar density values near to the magnetic equator at northern hemisphere in December and at southern hemisphere in June. But at DEMETER satellite height, the peak H⁺ density shows obvious enhancement at northern hemisphere in December solstice, while with approximate small values at both hemispheres in June. This spatial distribution feature is totally different with other ions such as O⁺ and He⁺ at the topside ionosphere. And also it influences the transition height in topside ionosphere, with lower transition height over northern hemisphere in December season at 10 - 20°N than those at equator and over southern hemisphere in June season. The solstitial asymmetry index (AI) of H⁺ at 670 km altitude gives the significant December season enhancement over northern hemisphere, which is typically reversed with electron density (Ne) and ion density (Ni) with large numbers over southern hemisphere in December season. Finally combining with the distribution of H atoms and neutral wind velocity in upper atmosphere, the forming mechanism and asymmetry feature of peak H⁺ density is discussed. It is illustrated that the upwelling movement at equatorial area and northward neutral wind play important roles in H⁺ peak drift in December season at DEMETER satellite altitude below the transition height where H⁺ is not the main composition in the local daytime in solar minimum years.

1. INTRODUCTION

Three species of ions distribute in the topside ionosphere, including oxygen, hydrogen, and helium ions (O⁺, H⁺, He⁺). They are the major three particles with positive charge, and maintain equivalent charges with electrons. At topside ionosphere, H⁺ becomes gradually the main component beyond the upper transition height (height at which total light ions fraction is 50%), and it plays an important role in understanding the coupling process between atmosphere and ionosphere. Many scientists have studied the temporal variations of ion composition in ionosphere by using satellite observations. Borgohain and Bhuyan (2010) studied the solar cycle variation of ion densities from SROSS C2 and FORMOSAT-1 over Indian low and equatorial latitudes, in which O⁺ dominates the altitude of 500 - 600 km and H⁺ concentration shows negative correlation with F10.7 solar flux. Gladyshev et al. (2012) exhibited the ion composition from DEMETER, and they obtained the dependence of ion concentration with solar and geomagnetic activity. Kutiev et al. (1980) investigated the O⁺-H⁺ transition level by using OGO-6 satellite at 400 - 1100 km altitude to illustrate the pronounced dip latitude dependence of transition level. Coley et al. (2010) presented the variations of ion temperature and density at low latitudes by CINDI from the C/NOFS spacecraft, and they found that during solar minimum, the O⁺ to H⁺ transition height is very low and at the highest altitudes (about 850 km) measured H⁺ comprises over 75% of the ionosphere at all local times. However the difference in spatial distribution of ion compositions has been less studied.

DEMETER satellite was launched on 29 June 2004 and ended operation in December 2010. It was designed as a sun-synchronous orbit, with all descending orbits crossing
the equator at specific time of LT (local time) 10:30 and ascending ones at LT 22:30 (Cussac et al. 2006). The scientific payload of IAP (Instrument d’Analyse du Plasma) composed of two independent instruments. The first one is a retarding potential analyzer (APR) that performs the energy analysis of the rammed ions and retrieves the density and temperature of the major ions O^+, He^+, H^+, as well as the component of their velocity along the line of sight of the analyzer. The second one is an ion drift analyzer (ADV) that allows to essentially determine the direction of the bulk velocity of the major heavy ions, O^+ (Berthelier et al. 2006). In the previous studies (Zhang et al. 2015), the solar cycle variations in ion composition and ion temperature have been analyzed, in which almost reversed features in O^+ and light ions (H^+ and He^+) were revealed with solar cycles during 2005 - 2010. Here the spatial distribution of H^+ in local daytime is presented, and its formation processes is discussed.

2. DATA ANALYSIS IN NI (H^+)

In order to reflect the long term variations in plasma parameters, the time series are rebuilt by daily observation for certain local time. Here the down-orbits data from north to south are averaged by all longitude at different geomagnetic latitudes at stable local time 10:30 in a day from DEMETER satellite, to represent their global temporal variation features during 2005 - 2010, and the longitude differences are discussed in the spatial distribution section.

2.1 The Spatial Distribution of DEMETER Satellite

As shown in Fig. 1, the time series of three main species ([O^+], [H^+], [He^+]) at topside ionosphere are presented with latitudes, and also the ion temperature recorded by IAP onboard DEMETER is exhibited simultaneously. From the PI of IAP on DEMETER (Berthelier et al. 2006), it can be known that the accuracy of ions is 2 to ~10% depending on Ni. An interesting phenomenon is revealed in hydrogen ions (H^+), that is the peak H^+ is concentrated at geomagnetic latitude of 10°N in December season of northern hemisphere but it does not occur at conjugate southern hemisphere during the June season (the second panel in Fig. 1) in each year. This feature is quite different from those in O^+ and He^+ (Fig. 1), because these two parameters both present nearly symmetric distribution, being alternatively enhanced at their individual summer seasons over two hemispheres in each year although with different amplitude. On the contrary, the maxima of H^+ are clearly just located around 0 - 20°N geomagnetic latitude in local daytime in winter season of northern hemisphere, but peak H^+ disappear in June season at southern hemisphere, which illustrate obvious seasonal asymmetry feature in H^+ at the altitude of 670 km of DEMETER satellite. Compared with [O^+], the peak season of [H^+] is in December over northern hemisphere, but at this season peak [O^+] is distributed at southern hemisphere. As for [He^+], the interhemispheric asymmetry is quite obvious, with maximum [He^+] in northern hemisphere for December much greater than those in southern hemisphere for June. Its northern peaks at December season are quite similar with [H^+], but other weak peaks are still detected in June season at southern hemisphere, which almost disappears in [H^+] in southern winter season. It should be noted here that these seasonal comparisons have both a sampling bias due to the longitudinal averaging and a bias due to significant changes in the solar flux for different periods. From the bottom panel about ion temperature (Ti), its valley season at both hemispheres is just reversed to peak of [H^+]. Especially at solar minimum years of 2008 - 2009, lower Ti occurs in large areas in December season over northern hemisphere, where the areas with big number of [H^+] and [He^+] are enlarged also, therefore certain negative correlation is included in the relationship of [H^+] and [He^+] with Ti.

To verify this feature in H^+, Fig. 2 displays the global distribution of H^+ in June and December in 2008 with grid of 1° × 1° in geographic latitude and longitude from DEMETER satellite in local daytime. It can be seen that the peak values are mostly lower than 2500 cm^-3 in June solstice around the geomagnetic equator, while they exceed 8000 cm^-3 in December solstice (Fig. 2b). The different spatial distribution of peak regions is also revealed in two seasons. In June solstice, the H^+ almost distributes symmetrically between ±15° latitudes at both sides of the geomagnetic equator over most longitudes (Fig. 2a). But in December season, the peak H^+ is obviously exhibited around 15°N geographic latitude over eastern hemisphere and in ±15° around the magnetic equator over western hemisphere. Therefore, in June solstice H^+ is symmetry relative to the geomagnetic equator, but in December solstice northern H^+ is enhanced significantly. More than 2/3 regions in H^+ peak are located at northern hemisphere in December solstice, which coincides with the peak H^+ around 10°N geomagnetic latitude over northern hemisphere as shown in Fig. 1. Compared with the results from Gladyshev et al. (2012) about H^+ variations during 2004 - 2008, it also demonstrated big-amplitude peaks from September to February of next year with same annual phase at latitude of -15°S to 25°N, which gives the same characteristic in H^+ concentration with ours.

2.2 The Spatial Distribution of H^+ from DMSP Satellite

To validate this spatial feature in H^+, data onboard DMSP F15 satellite is also collected. Because this satellite data is only published to the end of 2005, here we choose the June and December in 2005 to do the comparison with DEMETER. The altitude of this satellite is 840 km, and the local time is around 9:30, with one hour difference with DEMETER. In order to ensure the reliability of the data quality, the lost data with record of -999999, and the
Fig. 1. The temporal and spatial distribution of ion composition and ion temperature (from top to the bottom: O\(^+\), H\(^+\), He\(^+\), Ti) during 2005 - 2010 in local daytime from DEMETER satellite. (Color online only)

Fig. 2. The spatial distribution of H\(^+\) in June (a) and December (b) of 2008 at LT1030. (Color online only)
negative percentage records for any species are all removed. And according to the data quality flag, only the data with good quality (marked with 1 in the data) are selected out. Figure 3 shows that in June the H⁺ peak is just at its south side of the magnetic equator (Fig. 3a). In December solstice (Fig. 3b), the spatial shape is similar with that in June solstice, but the main peak H⁺ concentrating over northern hemisphere of the magnetic equator. Although the maximal values are not located at the same longitudes in two seasons, the general feature of H⁺ peak at the DMSP altitude is much more symmetrical relative to that at DEMETER altitude. West et al. (1997) had studied the composition at topside ionosphere by using DMSP satellite data under high and low solar activities. Their results showed that H⁺ became the main composition at 840 km altitude in lower solar activity levels, and H⁺ latitude distribution remained quite symmetric at all local times. These features are all consistent with ours.

Compared the two satellite data, it is found that peak H⁺ density increases quickly, being more than 2 times of that in 2008, which may be related to the higher altitude of DMSP with more concentration of H⁺, and with high solar activity in 2005 than in 2008. The similar spatial distribution of two satellites is that peak H⁺ is in the winter hemisphere relative to the magnetic equator in December. From DMSP satellite, the amplitudes of H⁺ concentration are near to each other in June and December solstice at two hemispheres, which is quite different with quick decrease at southern part in June solstice on DEMETER. Therefore, in June solstice, the two satellites present different feature in the same season, while in December both satellites are similar in spatial distribution of H⁺. From the terrestrial ionosphere model at 50 - 4000 km from Kohnlein (1989), O⁺ is being replaced by H⁺ as the main ionic constituent at approximately 800 km, which is depended on latitude and local time etc. The spatial distribution of H⁺ also presents significant difference at different altitudes where H⁺ is or not the dominant composition as shown in this paper.

2.3 The Upper Transition Height in Topside Ionosphere

González et al. (1992) have used observations from both the Bennett ion mass spectrometer and the retarding potential analyzer on board the Atmosphere Explorer E satellite to study the longitudinally averaged O⁺, H⁺, and He⁺ concentrations from 150 - 1100 km in the equatorial ionosphere during the 1975 - 1976 solar minimum. Their results presented that the peak H⁺ concentrations were about 2.5 × 10^4 cm⁻³ during the day and 10^4 cm⁻³ at night and vary little with season. And the O⁺/H⁺ transition altitude lay between 750 and 825 km during the day and between 550 and 600 km at night. Aponte et al. (2013) studied the incoherent scatter radar measurements made at Arecibo Observatory (18.35°N, 66.75°W), at a geomagnetic latitude of 30°N (or 46.7° dip latitude), during the recent extreme solar minimum of 2007 - 2009, and they obtained that during the geomagnetically quiet period of October 2009, the transition height h, where [O⁺] = [H⁺] + [He⁺], was observed at altitudes as low as 800 - 820 km during daytime and descended as low as 450 km during the night. Klimenko et al. (2015) gave the O⁺/H⁺ transition height obtained in GSM TIP model for UT12:00 on 15 January 2009, in which the seasonal asymmetry feature of the transition height is evident with less altitude in the winter hemisphere than in the summer one. And in the morning longitudinal sector it drops below 500 km at mid-latitudes of the northern hemisphere, but reaching the maxima of 700 km near the equator and about 1000 km at middle latitudes in the afternoon sector. Heelis et al. (2009) used the observing data from C/NOFS satellite in 2008, and they found that the transition height resided near 450 km at night and rose to only 850 km during the daytime. So according to their results, the daytime O⁺/H⁺ transition altitude was higher than the 660 - 710 km of DEMETER, and the daytime O⁺ would be the...
main constitution among three ion species. But in nighttime, the transition height was much lower than that of DEMETER. H\(^+\) concentration would become quite large among the three ion species. In order to verify this phenomenon, Fig. 4 exhibited the temporal curves of the percentage of O\(^+\) and [H\(^+\) + He\(^+\)] during 2005 - 2010 at low latitudes in local daytime at low latitudes over Southern hemisphere (Fig. 4a) and northern hemisphere (Fig. 4b) respectively. It can be seen that over southern hemisphere (Fig. 4a), [O\(^+\)] percentage decreased with the solar flux since 2005, reaching its minimum in 2008, when [H\(^+\) + He\(^+\)] percentage increased, so in solar minimum 2008 - 2009, [O\(^+\)] percentage was less than 50%, which means the transition height was lower than 660 km near the equator in 2008 and 2009 in local daytime around 10:30. As shown in Fig. 4b, northern [O\(^+\)] percentage exhibits peak light ions in December season, showing reversed annual phase with the southern one at same latitude. And the latitudes with large light ion percentage more than 50% continues to 25°N, not like the southern one only being to 5 - 15°S. Based on the observation of IAP from DEMETER, during the 23\(^{st}/24\(^{th}\) solar minimum, the transition height reduced quickly, even lower than 660 km in daytime around LT 10:30. Yue et al. (2010) studied the ionospheric transition height derived from COSMIC satellite, and they found that the transition height was very low, with significant local time, latitude and seasonal variations, during the extremely low solar minimum of 2008. From their results, during June-August around LT 10:00 and 22:00, the transition heights were all lower than 600 km within the latitude of ±10°, which well coincided with the results in daytime in this paper.

3. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

With the quick decrease of solar activity to the

Fig. 4. The solar cycle variation in the percentage of [O\(^+\)] and [H\(^+\)+He\(^+\)] at 0 - 25° latitudes in 5° interval during 2005 - 2010 in local daytime from DEMETER. (a) Southern hemisphere; (b) northern hemisphere; blue points represent the percentage of O\(^+\) ions and black points are the percentage of light ions of H\(^+\) and He\(^+\). (Color online only)
extremely low solar year of 2008, H\(^+\) increases as shown by its maximum at the winter hemisphere, while the total Ni and the main species of O\(^+\) decline continuously from 2005 - 2008, presenting opposite variation trends with solar activity at DEMETER satellite altitude of 670 km. In the three major species of topside ionosphere, only H\(^+\) shows special totally asymmetrical seasonal variations, with its peak values display a local maximum in the winter hemisphere, while the total Ni and O\(^+\) all exhibit local peaks in the summer hemisphere. Compared with H\(^+\) spatial distribution from DEMETER at 670 km and DMSP at 840 km, it is found that the solstitial asymmetry in H\(^+\) becomes much significant at lower altitudes closer to the O\(^+\)/H\(^+\) transition height in local daytime.

Charge exchange is one of the principal chemical source, and sink for H\(^+\) in the topside ionosphere as O\(^+\) + H \rightleftharpoons H\(^+\) + O. During the day, O\(^+\) ions created by solar photoionization exchange electric charge to H\(^+\) through the reaction O\(^+\) + H \rightleftharpoons H\(^+\) + O. From Fig. 1, O\(^+\) peaks occur in the summer season with similar density over both hemispheres around the magnetic equator. To understand the H\(^+\) production, the H atom distribution has been calculated by NRLMSISE-00 model at 400 km height as shown in Fig. 5 in solstice of 2008 with the same local daytime as DEMETER at 10:30. It can be seen that, H also has seasonal variation, with larger density in winter hemisphere than summer hemisphere. From this distribution, H\(^+\) density should also be larger in June over southern hemisphere due to the peak density of O\(^+\) at this region in the same season. But at DEMETER altitude, the H\(^+\) peaks are almost symmetric in June solstice to two sides of the magnetic equator, with no typical peaks occurring at the winter or summer hemisphere, therefore it cannot explain the low density and symmetrical spatial distribution of H\(^+\) in June season. While in December season, major H atoms are located beyond 20°N over northern hemisphere, which may be connected with the north shift of peak H\(^+\) in this season a little. So from the distribution of H atoms, it may affect the H\(^+\) density at topside ionosphere with higher values at winter hemisphere, but it is not the main factor to cause the seasonal asymmetry in H\(^+\) density.

A prevailing summer to winter wind across the magnetic equator is significantly responsible for the altitude dependence of O\(^+\)/H\(^+\) transition height Modulation in the O\(^+\)/H\(^+\) transition height and associated transport of plasma at the topside ionosphere. Rishbeth et al. (2000) had calculated the global distribution of neutral wind in December, March, and June respectively, and their results showed that at latitude of ±50°, the neutral wind presented different features. In June the neutral particles moves to north at northern hemisphere and to south direction over southern hemispheres, while in December, the neutral wind mainly pointed to east-west and northward direction at middle and low latitudes over both hemispheres. Bhuyan et al. (2002) gave the diurnal variations of neutral wind velocity for December and June solstice at three geomagnetic latitudes from the equation of Chauhan and Gurm (1980), in which the neutral wind velocity direction were opposite to each other at 10°N and 10°S in June, but they showed similar direction in December, both pointing to the north at LT10:00. West and Heelis (1996) analyzed the longitudinal modulations of ion compositions at topside ionosphere by meridional and zonal neutral winds, and they demonstrated that the summer to winter meridional winds in solstice season mainly regulate the F peak height, with the zonal winds enhancing or opposing the effects of the meridional winds at the longitude 150 - 270°E and 300 - 360°E with significant magnetic declination there. So these papers all revealed the seasonal differences in horizontal neutral wind at middle and low latitudes, and their effects on the longitudinal and latitudinal modulations of ion compositions. The supplement of H\(^+\) from southern hemisphere in December may fill up the loss of H\(^+\) at northern hemisphere and enhance the H\(^+\) concentration at low latitude, combined
action of the neutral wind and upward electromagnetic plasma drift at equator.

Summarized the spatial distribution of H\(^+\) from DEMETER and DMSP, the seasonal asymmetry is obvious, with maxima H\(^+\) around the equator in June and moving to north in December. The disappearance of peak H\(^+\) in June over southern hemisphere is the biggest difference with two other ion species. Some scientists have studied the asymmetry features in Ne and Ni by using satellite observations (Mendillo et al. 2005; Liu et al. 2007; Zhang et al. 2014, 2015), and all solstitial AI (Asymmetry Index, $AI = (N_\text{Ni}^0 + N_\text{Ni}^3)_{\text{Dec}} - (N_\text{Ni}^0 + N_\text{Ni}^3)_{\text{Jun}}) / [(N_\text{Ni}^0 + N_\text{Ni}^3)_{\text{Dec}} + (N_\text{Ni}^0 + N_\text{Ni}^3)_{\text{Jun}}]$) values in these papers are larger than 0 in local daytime, which illustrates that plasma density in December season is always larger than that in June solstice, that is generally known as the “Annual Anomaly”. In this paper, the peak values in H\(^+\) are hard to be found over southern hemisphere whenever in June or December season at the topside ionosphere from DEMETER and DMSP satellites, so the solstitial asymmetry is much clearer (Fig. 6). From Fig. 6a, the longitude averaged H\(^+\) concentration is quite bigger in December season than that in June season, in which the June H\(^+\) is a little larger only at 30 - 60° geomagnetic latitude over southern hemisphere. By using the AI equation from Mendillo et al. (2005), the solstitial asymmetry is calculated as shown in Fig. 6b. And large AIs occur at 0 - 20°, reaching about 0.45. More H\(^+\) ions are located at northern hemisphere in December solstice, not at southern hemisphere as Ne and total Ni. He\(^+\) is similar with H\(^+\) in December solstice, but it is not as significant as H\(^+\) with vanished June peaks over southern hemisphere.

According to the results of Liu et al. (2007), the differences in [O] at the two solstices are larger in the southern hemisphere than in the northern hemisphere at 500 km altitude from NRLMSISE-00, and the increase in [O] will increase the production rate of ions, which in turn increase the ion and electron densities. As shown in Fig. 5, the [H] also shows similar seasonal spatial distribution as [O]. As for the H\(^+\) ions, they do not distribute at the region with more [O] and [H] in December solstice over southern hemisphere, but move to north, concentrating at the latitude around 10°N. So the distribution of neutral compositions obtained using NRLMSISE model does not look as the key factor for forming the special spatial distribution of H\(^+\) ions.

Besides the ion production rate, at the H\(^+\) peak region with low temperature of T, at December season, it may illustrate the low loss rate of light ions at low ion temperature season and regions. In addition, another key factor to influence the spatial distribution of ions is the plasma transport due to neutral wind, electromagnetic drift and diffusion. In local daytime around 9:30 - 10:30, under the heating action from the Sun and tidal movement from the atmosphere, the electrons and ions at the lower ionosphere move upwards and across the horizontal geomagnetic power lines around the equator to interact with the geomagnetic field, resulting in the equatorial ionospheric anomaly (EIA). At the altitude of DEMETER and DMSP, double peaks at ±20° converge to one single peak (Zhang 2014) around the equator. After the upward movement, the zonal wind will play a role to determine the spatial distribution of ions. Considering the different movement features in December and June season in neutral wind, it may contribute to the forming of 10° latitude H\(^+\) peaks in northern hemisphere. As for the longitudinal difference of peak H\(^+\), it should be mainly controlled by $E \times B$ and meridional wind in low latitudinal area. The high latitude H\(^+\) are clearly driven by the seasonal changes in composition and photoproduction, while closer to the magnetic equator the interhemispheric transport and $E \times B$ drifts play important roles in its seasonal variations.

In this paper, the spatial distribution of H\(^+\) at DEMETER altitude in local daytime has been analyzed, and the significant asymmetric feature is revealed in two solstitial seasons. Some main features are concluded as following.

1. At DEMETER altitude of 670 km, H\(^+\) peaks occur at the
winter hemisphere in local daytime during solar minimum years when observations are made at or below the transition height, being opposite with O+ peaks and Ne always located at summer hemisphere.

(2) The significant seasonal asymmetry has been found in H+ peaks, with big values in December solstice at northern hemisphere, but small values in June at southern hemisphere at solar minimum years when observations are made above the transition height. Compared with the H+ distribution at DMSP, it gives a seasonal symmetric feature at higher levels of solar activity and altitudes below the transition height. This illustrates the different behavior of the constituent species dependent on the location of the transition height. The same characteristic of two satellites is that peak H+ occurs near the magnetic equator at winter hemisphere in solstitial seasons.

(3) The H+ spatial distribution varies severely. Significant latitude asymmetries at a constant altitude exists in the H+ when it is the minor species, but these asymmetries are reduced when H+ is the major ion.

(4) During solar minimum, H+ density increases in a larger latitudinal scale, and then makes the H+/O+ transition height decreasing quickly there.

(5) By considering multi factors, when observations are made on flux tubes where the transition height lies well below the satellite, the H+ concentration is largely controlled by the transport of H+ and remains relatively symmetric about the magnetic equator. For observations on flux tubes where the transition height is close to or above the satellite, a significant asymmetry about the magnetic equator is produced by the interhemispheric transport and charge exchange of O+.
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